A Call to Action

We are looking for the next Green Bill Gates or Green
Apple Computer. Just as Bill and Steve did a
generation ago, the world is looking for the men,
women or organizations that can provide the
sustainable/green solutions that solve TODAY’S
problems. This is the green we need. The green the
public and businesses can use and the green
investors are waiting to see. If this describes you, we
want you in this magazine.
If you have a story to tell, Click here, take our survey,
and then tell us who you are and what you are
about. You might be what the world has been
waiting for. Lets find out.
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Don’t loose your most important asset
to the Sub-Prime Mess. Act NOW!
REMEMBER D.O.C.S.

D
O
C
S
Southwest Green Magazine Vol. 2. No 1. April/May 2009

SUBPRIME

Don’t Sign Anything. Scam artists look
legitimate. Review any legal document
with an attorney, a HUD approved
housing counselor or trusted real estate
professional.

Open Your Mail. Phone numbers,
prevention options and pending legal
actions are in there.

Call Your Lender. Don’t give up until you
get through. Lenders want to work with
you.

Seek Housing Counseling. Arizona has
certified housing counselors. Call HOPE
NOW 1-888-995-4673
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Join the Green Revival!

"

i

n our hands is the ability to shape our world for good or ill.” These visionary
words by President Barack Obama in his February 24th speech to Congress
reflect the reality of the day. From the recession we can see that change
does not come easy and it can hurt a lot. However, as suggested by the
President, where America rides this wave of change is totally up to us.

Rachel Carson’s ground breaking 1962 book Silent Spring, opened the eyes
of the world to the direct connection between our economy and our
environment. Since that time and culminating in Al Gore’s triumphant film an
Inconvenient Truth and his Nobel Price, the reality of that connection has
grown knowledge spread thanks largely to the internet, has allowed the dots
to be connected. Policy makers and the public can now see the reality of
increasing natural resource depletion, climate change, fisheries depletion,
drought, floods, monster storms, dead zones, sea level rise and all the world
political, social and economic havoc that it can, has, and will cause. Likely
because of this, action is now being taken.

Recently however, there as been an even more important change. The

“In our hands is the ability
to shape our world
for good or ill.”

economic downturn has forced the nation away from valuing consumption to
valuing conservation. From valuing cure to valuing prevention.
PUBLISHER’S COMMENTS BY: GEORGE AND ANGELA BROOKS
Continued on the next page

Barack Hussain Obama
President of the United States
February 24, 2009
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Some might say this is simply rediscovery of the old

( see

Grandma

fashioned conservative values including:

download).

was

Green

click

here

to

current needs and create new, exciting and successful
social, environmental and economic realities. So let us
begin the discussion with Green Revival:

1.

Do unto others as you would have them do unto
you

2.

A penny saved is a penny earned

how to save tomorrow. It must however, now also focus

3.

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure

on how to save today. As demonstrated by the President

4.

Waste not want not

5.

Stewardship

There is still, one more step that must and is being
taken. The sustainability movement has long focused on

putting green to work in generating jobs within the

nothing new. The only difference we now have the social,
environmental and economic data to back it up. It is still

sustainable solutions that solve today’s problems as

the way we believe the fastest path to economic revival
and the sustainable future we all seek. Showcasing
these solutions is thus the purpose of this magazine.

is amazing at times to think of these simple things that
our Grandmothers knew, we forgot for so long. In other
words, to quote a the March 2009 edition of AzBusiness;
“sustainability remains popular for a reason - it works”

Green

Revival

is our green education and

economic revitalization project. It has three basic parts:

stimulus package, the world is waiting for those sensible

well as those of the future. This is the green we need and
To that argument, we would agree for, sustainability is

Join the Green Revival!

1.

Innovation:

Encouraging

businesses

to

develop, produce, sell and/or make available to the
public cost-competitive sustainable solutions to
today’s problems. From what we have seen, this is
what the world needs and the products they
demand.

In the following pages you will find exciting stories of
people like you and I who are putting green to work and

Continued on the next page

harnessing the power of sustainability to address
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2.

Education: Through our educational effort including this magazine, conferences, fairs,
PSA’s, demonstrations and the like, we seek to make those sustainable solutions accessible to
the public and industry. This includes building bridges between green industries and the
banking and investment institutions.

3.

Philanthropic: Everyone needs green. Beginning with 1,000 low income homes in the 85040
zip code of Phoenix Arizona, we have initiated a low-income energy conservation and education
program focused on saving each family at least $500 dollars in year. On the longer term the
program includes a middle income green educational competent for home owners and small
business as well as eventually training for green jobs. (See a Great Green Summer) This month
along with recognizing our long established partners: Arizona State University, the City of
Phoenix Neighborhood Services, Environmental, Services and Human Services Departments,
KEYS Community Center and the Arizona Minority Business Enterprise Center, we are pleased
to welcome our first utility company partner Southwest Gas.

A Great Green Summer
A Great Green summer is our calendar of events in support of Green Revival It includes self
guided tours, a day after earth day of service, a green jazz concert at the Herberger theater and a
green business conference. Be sure and check it out. Pg. 58 (note: click to jump to the page)

Highlight from this edition. The great African American scholar Booker T. Washington
once admonished the nation to "Cast down your bucket where you are" for at your feet are the
resources you need to survive. At last, and just in time, as witnessed by our new "Green" President
Barack H. Obama, the nation is listening and there is much to be said. All around us here are stories
of people putting green to work to build jobs, provide solutions, create business and much more.
These are tales of encouragement, innovation and leadership we hope to present them here. In this
edition, we have quite a collection of valuable information for you. Lets take a look a few highlights.
Continued on the next page
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GREEN STIMULUS

to

solve

today’s

and

tomorrow’s

problems

The Multibillion Dollar 2009 Federal stimulus package is

accomplish the task?

putting green to work by using long-term sustainable

Throughout this edition we have identified projects

processes to solve short-term problems such as

that can provide the city some great shovel ready

creating jobs and rebuilding infrastructure. To enlighten

(current or ready to go projects) models on how they

you on how to take part in this tremendous opportunity

can do things and you can also. KEYS Community

we have an exclusive Op-Ed by Ken Clark of the league

Center below is but one example, jump to the Green

of Conservation Voters. There is also a great summary

Phoenix article on page 54 to see more.

simultaneously. The question is however, HOW to
Well we have some ideas.

on the type of jobs that will be required to meet the
needs of the Stimulus Bill (see Green Jobs). Pg. 15

KEYS Childhelp Community Center Neighborhood
Garden

Federal Help for Small Business (Podcast)
In an exclusive podcast we feature Mr. Robert Blaney
the Arizona Regional Director of the federal Small
Business Administration. In his remarks he brings a
sharp focus to President Obama’s plan to aid small
businesses including: incentive programs, increased
funds to borrowers, 15 billion dollars available to lend to
small business, no interest loans and how the program

The Community Garden project at KEYS Community
Center. At KEYS, green is being used to bring
different ethnicities, youth and even languages
together to revitalize a neighborhood. That includes
providing for improved nutrition, teaching youth the
value of entrepreneurship, ownership and eventually
green job training. Pg. 63

will be managed. Pg. 14

GREEN PHOENIX
To capture resources from the stimulus bill, on March
12, 2009 Mayor Phil Gordon put forth an ambitious 17
point plan to make Phoenix the “Greenest City in
America” and a model for the rest of the nation. We have
published his plan here for you. ( Pg. 54) From what we
can see, we applaud what the Mayor wishes to do
primarily because he desires to use the power of green

GREEN IT TO KEEP IT: THE JOB YOU SAVE
MAY BE YOUR OWN!
Welcome to the beginning of a movement. Imagine if
you will, millions of Americans taking it as their duty to
Green it to Keep it. As leaders from Washington DC to
Wall Street are putting green to work to save and
create jobs, hold down prices, re-balance trade,
reduce waste, decrease dependence on foreign oil
and rebuild the economy, we too can do our part.
Continued on the next page
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Each time we save a dollar or make a dollar by being greener
we work to keep our jobs, save our homes, improve our
health and maintain our environment all at the same time.
This is a personal responsibility to ourselves and our
children. In this first in continuing series, we will show how
yes, it can be done. Pg. 30

LIGHT RAIL BEGINS: THE STORY OF LULA AND
ALICE
There is no shortage of stories lauding Phoenix’s new light
rail system. However, the following tale is unique. In 1938,
well within the time of racism, segregation and Jim Crow an
African American father took his two little girls Lula & Alice
for a ride on Phoenix's trolley. 68 years later, they got to ride

In the following pages you will find

again, but this time on the Mayor's inaugural train as

exciting stories of people like you and I

Phoenix's reborn light rail opened. This is their story. Pg.
47

who are putting green to work and

GREEN WASHING

harnessing the power of sustainability to

Wherever there is food there will be sharks. Green washing
is when a company tries to better position its reputation or

solve today’s problems and create new,

increase sales by making misleading claims about its
environmental performance. This article by Anthony Floyd

exciting and successful social,

the Green Building Director of the City of Scottsdale will help
you determine what is green is what is not. Pg. 39

environmental and economic realities.

and much much more - ENJOY
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14 Green Stimulus

30 Green it to Keep it

47 Full Circle

In an exclusive podcast, Arizona SBA
Director Robert Blaney discusses how to
access the Billions of Dollars now
available for small business.

The job you save may be your own. In
these days of uncertainty, companies
are looking for the best ideas to stay in
business. By Angela Brooks

The new Valley Metro light rail is now
moving passengers. But that is only the
beginning of a story 68 years on the
making. By George Brooks

39 Greenwashing

54 Green Phoenix

All that glitters is not green. Beware of
those who make false claims of their
environmental friendliness. B y
Anthony Floyd

Mayor Phil Gordon’s plan to turn Phoenix
Arizona into America’s Greenest City can
benefit you, your home and your
business. By George Brooks

26 CFL Disposal
Compact Florescent Lights (CFL) save
great amounts of energy. However, when
they are old, or break, they must be
disposed of properly. By Liz Paulus
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hazardous material use and resource conservation in city
operations. The P2 Program supports over 600 facilities and
14,000 employees. Liz received her Bachelor of Arts Degree in
Chemistry from Arizona State University. She coordinated
development of and is the lead for the city's recently adopted
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP) Program for
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Brett Hudson , an honors graduate from Stanford
University, worked as a successful business strategy
consultant in Washington, D.C. and has since continued
his efforts to help build strategies for both large
organizations and start-up ventures. After moving to
Phoenix, Hudson’s interest in energy policy led him to a
consulting position with Greenovation, LLC, where he now
serves as the Director of Business Development and
Investor Relations. He also currently works with the
Arizona Community Foundation on the Black Philanthropy
Initiative—an initiative that uses strategies to connect
African American businesses, policy decisions and
community-based organizations to execute tangible
change.
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Robert

Blaney

Business

Director Arizona District Office sba.gov/az

Helping Small Business Start, Grow and Succeed (Podcast)
click here to listen - mp3 format

DOWNLOADS

2009 RECOVERY ACT Q&A - WHITE HOUSE RECOVERY ACT PRESS RELEASE -

a

SBA RECOVERY ACT PRESS RELEASE

s part of the effort to restore
the US Economy, on March
16, 2009, the Obama
administration released its plan to
unlock $15 billion in credit for small
business. In an exclusive podcast,
Arizona SBA director Robert
Blaney discusses what this means
for small business in Arizona
including green business.
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SBA PODCAST

Podcast Highlights
•

What is the program
and how will it work?

•

How much money will
be available in
Arizona?

•

Who Qualifies?

•

How does this program
benefit green
businesses?
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Waiting for Green (Op-Ed)

Voices
By Ken Clark
Arizona League of Conservation Voters
Board Member

Though Arizona has huge potential for solar
energy and an equal potential for new jobs in
energy efficiency it seems many political leaders
are missing the boat

s

amuel Beckett's 1953 play Waiting for Godot is about two men waiting for somebody who
never comes. During their wait, they discuss how things will get better when the
mysterious Godot arrives. It feels that way today. Congress has passed the stimulus
package with more than $30 billion set aside for energy efficiency, renewable energy and
energy infrastructure.
But will we be ready for it?
Arizona has huge potential for solar energy and an equal potential for new jobs in energy efficiency
and new technology. Thankfully, our Corporation Commission has set us on the path toward
generating 15% of our total energy needs with renewable energy by 2025.
Unfortunately, our other political leaders are missing the boat. The Legislature has, year after year,
resisted attempts to make it more profitable for you to generate electricity from your own rooftop
with solar panels. They, along with homebuilders, have fought attempts to set goals for energy
efficiency improvements in new home construction.

Continued on the next page
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We have an Energy Office in Arizona. However, its role has been traditionally limited. The
Governor needs to make it a cabinet level position so that it can be a facilitator between
various parts of our government and utilities toward a comprehensive energy policy.
Our end goal should be an Arizona in which our jobs are not primarily dependent on the fate
of the housing market. We can create industries that are profitable, clean and sustainable.
We can build a state where we have cleaner, more efficient transportation in urban areas,
while protecting the land, water and air that attracts tourism.
The difference between Arizona and Beckett's characters in Waiting for Godot is that we
have some control over our future. The question is, will we be ready for it?
A Little Perspective:
100 watts = 1 100 watt light bulb
1 kilowatt = 1,000 watts
1 megawatt = 1,000 kilowatts
1 gigawatt = 1,000 megawatts
An Arizona house has a peak demand (in the summer with the A/C on) between 2 and 4
kilowatts.
A "small" power plant has a generating capacity of about 200 megawatts.
Palo Verde Nuclear Facility, the largest in the country, has a generating capacity of about
3,900 megawatts, or 3.9 gigawatts.
According to many studies, Arizona has the potential to generate between 14 and 20
gigawatts of energy from a combination of solar (mostly), wind and other renewable
sources.
Yet, the vast majority of Arizonans are willing to pay more than $5 per month to install
renewable energy in our state. Investors and renewable energy developers are salivating
at the possibility of generating gigawatts of energy in Arizona. Local governments and
schools want to do more. But, they are trapped.
The newly approved stimulus package includes much for Arizona: $14 million through the
Arizona Energy Office for weatherization of low-income housing; $8 billion nationally in
grants for large electric transmission and renewable energy generation technology; and
$11 billion for smart grid technology, which will help move us toward more energy efficient
homes, cars and businesses
With all of this money coming in to the state, we need to send a message to the Legislature
that ideology needs to take a back seat to building a new green economy. We have a
chance to diversify both where we get our energy from and the kinds of jobs we have.
Continued on the next page
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Here is how you can help:
1.

2.

3.

1.

Become a member of the Arizona League of
Conservation Voters ( w w w . a z l c v . o r g ). Th e
League's job is to track legislation and report on it
so you will find it easier to communicate to our
leaders.
Watch the stimulus package. Go to sites like
www. s t i mu l u swa t c h . o rg
and
www.recovery.gov. Ask the question: "Will the
proposed investment make a foundational change
to our economy so that we will have a stronger,
greener future?"
Check on our Legislature at www.azleg.gov. You
can track Arizona-specific bills. You can watch
debate. You can get your legislator's phone number
and email address. However, we suggest a real
paper letter or a personal visit to make your position
clear. They tend to notice you more when you are
not one of a hundred other emails.

2.

3.

In addition to the federal stimulus funds, there are also
some specific pieces of legislation this year at the
Legislature to watch.

Southwest Green Magazine Vol. 2. No 1 April/May 2009

Energy Performance Contracting in Schools. Did
you know that schools can't easily put in some
great energy-saving device, which may be
expensive up front, but which saves loads of money
after just a few years? We can fix this with some
simple changes to the law. Yet, there has been
resistance to fixing our laws for years because
there is fear that schools will keep too much money
from the savings. We need to make this change so
that money coming from the stimulus package can
be used to make schools more energy efficient.
Truck idling. Truckers emit millions of tons of C02
when they are parked at gas stations, running their
engines. Like many states in the country, we could
outfit those big truck stops with centrally delivered
electricity for heating and cooling, which is cleaner
and more efficient.
Energy standards for new homes. Even with our
improved technology, our homes have become
more inefficient. They are larger, with taller ceilings
and tons of little gadgets, which suck energy all day
and all night. We could build them all to Department
of Energy "Energy Star" standards. Unfortunately,
home builders are a powerful resistance to
improving home design, despite polls showing the

VOICES - WAITING FOR GREEN

people are willing to pay more for homes that are
more energy efficient. The Legislature needs to
step in and require greater accountability.
4.

We need to create a tax incentive for manufacturing
of renewable energy and energy efficient products,
such as solar panels, wind turbines and even
energy efficient appliances. Arizona needs to
attract more manufacturing jobs and more high tech
industries. If we invent renewable energy products,
patent them and build them, then we will become the
Silicon Valley of Renewable Energy.

Finally, we also need stronger leadership from our
Governor.
Photos by Kim Blake and George Brooks
The Arizona League of Conservation Voters is the
largest member-supported, statewide conservation
organization in Arizona. As the independent political arm
of the environmental community, the League works to
elect pro-conservation candidates to state office,
educates elected officials on issues of importance to its
members, and lobbies on behalf of conservation
measures. The League also works to promote
accountability among our elected officials. Learn more at
www.azlcv.org. S W G
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Scottsdale Community College (SCC)
to host International Consortium
for Education and Economic
Development (ICEED) conference

"Since ICEED is made up of members from two-year institutions in Canada,
Mexico and the United States, this conference should be mutually beneficial to
all of the participants. We will have a chance to learn from each other as to
what is being done, what still needs to be done and what can we do better in
order to help ensure we have a sustainable future," stated Jen Sydow, a
member of ICEED and part of SCC's conference planning committee. The twoday conference will include sessions such as the various sustainable
practices that architects and city planners are currently implementing or doing
in the community, how college instructors are infusing the subject of
sustainability into the curriculum, what ways campuses are "going green," and
what student activists are doing at their own colleges.

ICEED was created to bring together two-year higher institutions and other
educational institutions from Mexico, Canada and the United States for
purposes related to community and economic development through the
sharing of resources and developing projects, programs and relationships of
mutual interest and benefit. ICEED currently holds a conference twice a year
rotating the location amongst the members in each country. Not only do the
members learn from other members through the two days of presentations, but

s

Snapshot

also have the chance to hear from other professionals and what projects have
been successful for them. Members of the organization are typically College

cottsdale Community College (SCC) will host the next International Consortium for
Education and Economic Development (ICEED) conference at the Chaparral Suites
Resort in Scottsdale, April 1-3, 2009. With the importance of environmental awareness

Presidents, Chancellors, other administrators such as Vice-Presidents,
Directors of International Education and Directors of Economic Development
at two-year institutions in the three North American countries.

becoming more widespread, SCC developed the conference sessions around topics involving
sustainable development. The conference theme is "Planting the Seed: Growing Sustainable
Practices."
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CARBON OFFSETS CAN BE GOOD FOR BUSINESS AND THE WORLD

EcoAid LLC
by: GEORGE B. BROOKS JR.

3985 E. Navigator Lane Phoenix Az 85050
George Greaban is the Chief Operating Officer
Joseph Hoxie, Student Executive
www.ecoaidnow.com
480-703-1263

t

he recession America currently suffers from may be like none
other. No one really knows exactly what the new post
recovery economy will look like, but what we call Green will be
part of it. One area with significant growth potential are those

industries and services seeking to mitigate climate change. When I
was a child here in Phoenix, Arizona, outside pools of water could
freeze solid in the winter. That this does not happen anymore is but

BUSINESS

part of the growing evidence that climate change is real. However, in
our economy, how do we properly account for the actual impact of
carbon emissions on our economy, society and environment? The
more we learn the more we understand that this is a critical issue not
only for the future but for now. Through Carbon Offsets, EcoAid is a
company that offers practical solutions for this growing challenge.
“Climate Change is affecting our lives today. The goal of EcoAid, is to
empower a business or an individual, to offset their carbon footprint.”
said George Greaban, the Chief Operating Officer.

JOSEPH HOXIE AND GEORGE GREABAN

Continued on the next page
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For clarity lets discuss just what carbon offsets are.

•

Forging a competitive advantage over similar
companies who are not offsetting their carbon
emissions.

•

Improving its image and profile in the market and
community.

According to

EcoAid, “ A carbon offset is a certificate representing the reduction of
one metric ton (2,205 lbs) of carbon dioxide emissions. Whenever you
use energy created from fossil fuels such as oil or coal, you're generating
carbon emissions, which increases the level of greenhouse gases

In addition, you will also have the ability to use the

entering the atmosphere. Your carbon footprint (the amount of carbon

EcoAid logo once your company becomes carbon neutral

waste you produce) is created by day-to-day corporate and personal

which will aid in your marketing.“

activities such as driving, flying, heating or cooling your home or
business and using electrical appliances. To offset your carbon

EcoAid’s leadership in green extends beyond business

emissions simply means to neutralize your part in the polluting of our

to mentoring upcoming sustainability students at Arizona

environment. If a certified project is developed such as a reforestation

State University. One of those young leaders is Joseph

project that reduces carbon dioxide emissions, every ton of emissions

Hoxie a sophomore in the School of Sustainability at

reduced will result in the creation of one certified carbon offset.”

Arizona State University and serves as a Student
Executive of EcoAid L.L.C. “When talking to Joe we

A carbon offset is a
certificate
representing the
reduction of one
metric ton (
lbs) of carbon
dioxide emissions

In summary, certified carbon offsets can be purchased through EcoAid

learned of a sustainability project he was working on to

that would enable an individual, business or organization to reduce their

benefit the Navajo Nation. In our conversation the idea

carbon footprint, a great benefit to an earth in danger from climate

came up about starting a sustainability club at ASU

change. However, an equally important challenge is found closer to

through EcoAid and thus he became a confounder of

home. In the midst of this deep recession where many business are

EcoAidonCampus” said Mr. Greaban. “Working to earn a

simply trying to survive, what benefit does the purchase of carbon

double major in Political Science and Policy and

offsets bring today?

Governance, Joe is one of the first students to attend

According to Mr. Greaban, “Offsetting carbon

emissions is a way to boost your company's image. It will show

the new School of Sustainability at ASU.”

employees, customers, shareholders and donors that your company
cares about the future of our world. For example, when you offset and

Recently the students were able to win a scholarship to

promote a positive change in the environment, your company will

attend the Powershift 2009 Conference in Washington

experience a wide range of benefits like:

DC, a project of the Energy Action Coalition. Led by and
for young people, representing 50 leading organizations,

•

Becoming a leader in the battle against global warming and climate
change.

•

Increasing its customer list as well as the loyalty of current
customers.

700 local groups, its purpose is to leverage their
collective resources to create a clean and equitable
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images

January 6, 2009 at the Green Collar Career Fair and Expo
co-sponsored by Arizona Women’s Education & Employment, Inc. (AWEE),
Phoenix Workforce Connection (PWC), the Arizona Department of Economic
Security (DES) and the Aspire Workforce Development Initiative. Travis L.
Williams Family Service Center, 4732 S. Central Avenue, Phoenix AZ 85040
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southwest gas welcomed as new green revival partner

t

he Green Revival Initiative (GRI) low-income energy
conservation program is pleased to welcome our new partner
Southwest Gas Corporation and thank them for their commitment
to help the Valley "go green".

As a supporter of GRI, Southwest Gas has donated $5,000 and will work to
identify approximately 100 low-income households to the Green Revival
Kits and energy conservation eduction in the effort to help the Valley
become greener.

The Green Revival Initiative pilot program is working to lower energy costs
for 1,000 households with fixed and low incomes in the 85040 zip code by
providing energy-saving items such as low-flow showerheads and compact
fluorescent lights (CFLs). The "green" appliances are expected to save
each household up to $500 annually.
Continued on the next page
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This is green we need. Sensible and sustainable

and education fairs, workshops and special events for residents in

solutions for today's problems that will create a brighter

South Mountain Village. Though the distribution of the kits is limited to

future for our children," said Dr. George Brooks, Jr.,

low-income families, the educational information is available to all. “We

South Mountain resident and GRI founder. "A shovel-

particularly want to reach out to the many middle-income families who

ready project, such as the Green Revival Initiative, is

are struggling today. This information could be critical to them

just the kind of program required in these down times to

recovering from the recession as well,” said Angela Brooks CoPublisher

bring the benefits of sustainability to everyone.“

of Southwest Green. These events will begin with Green Revival week

green revival
partners

starting on Earth Day, April 22, 2009.
“If we are successful in our efforts, this pilot program will
result in the return of over $500,000 annually to the local

Founding sponsors of the GRI include Southwest Green magazine, the

economy as well as the saving of over seventy five

City of Phoenix Neighborhood, Human, Environmental Services

million (75,000,000) gallons of water and the prevention

departments, the Arizona Minority Business Enterprise Center,

of over five million (5,000,000) pounds of greenhouse

Childhelp KEYS Community Center and Arizona State University Online

gasses from entering the atmosphere on a yearly bases”

who host's the Green Jazz at the Herberger Series in support of the

continued Dr. Brooks.

initiative. Southminster Social Service is the fiscal agent and manager
of the project. “The City of Phoenix is prod to have played a role in this

The name this project began with was Green Survival.

initiative from the beginning” said Tim Boling Deputy director of City of

However, as of today the project shall be known as the

Phoenix Neighborhood Services. “This type of program is a big par of

Green Revival Initiative. Revival is a far more hopeful

President Obama’s stimulus package so we are looking towards

term and implies that the participants are taking control

expanding those efforts.” S W G

and working to turn a bad situation into a good one.
Knowledge is power.

More information about GRI can be found online at
http://sw-green.com/.

Southminster Social Service

In her remarks, Amy Washburn of Southwest Gas
stated, “we are pleased to be part of this wonderful
program. In addition to providing funding, we are pleased
to be part of an organization that is going to help reduce
the carbon footprint of the valley.”

The GRI is committed to educational outreach and will
provide program participants with tips on how to save

photo caption: L to R - Dr. George Brooks - SW-Green,
Adora Lewis -Office of Phoenix City Councilman Michael
Johnson, Liz Paulus - City of Phoenix Environmental
Services, Amy Washburn - Southwest Gas, Judge (ret)
Cecil Patterson - Southminster Social Service Agency,
Angela Brooks - SW-Green, Alika Kumar - Director Arizona
Minority Business Enterprise Center, Tim Boling - Deputy
Director City of Phoenix Neighborhood Services.

even more money, as well as implement green training
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Green-$tretch your tax cut from $500 to $2,100

s

by Dr. George Brooks

o, what are you going to do with your 2009 tax cut? Ok, here is our idea for how

The result is by the end of

to use a portion of it. We suggest you loan yourself $500 dollars and

a year you have paid off

immediately invest it in your home to reduce energy consumption. The price of

your loan returning your

energy (gasoline & etc.) and food is climbing daily so everyone is being squeezed,

$506 dollars while earning

particularly those of moderate, low and fixed incomes. Thus, the sooner you invest in

an extra $200 dollars

conservation, the more money you save as the prices for energy increase. You also

above that. (Since you

reduce your carbon footprint and give a good boost to the economy. If you invest

made your self the loan,

wisely, you actually save more than you spend in the first year. Allow me to elaborate:

you still have this money to
use on other things). You

Tax Cut for a Household of 2 adults
Budget: $506 (A no interest loan to yourself)

$800

also now own new home
equipment (a washing

Purchases: (shipping, installation costs and taxes not included. Purchases not
amortized. Power costs for CFLs estimated at 7 hrs/day of use at $0.096/kwh)
(All numbers are approximate)

Total

won’t burn out for a couple
of more years etc) that will

Investment dollars:
40 13 w (60 w brightness) CFL Lights
2 low flow showerheads (1.7gpm)
1 Kitchen Thermometer
1 EnergyStar Standard 3.5 ft3 Washing Machine

machine, light bulbs that

continue to deliver $706 in annual savings for at least two years thereafter. If you agree
$80
$24
$02
$400
$506 Not
including tax)

with Ben Franklin that “A Penny Saved is a Penny Earned,” then if not including the
value of the equipment, over a thee year period you just turned your $506 investment
into $2,100. Try doing that with socks. The scenario above is only one of a number of
different iterations which will vary with local conditions. Never-the-less, any investment
that pays for itself in one year and continues to deliver dividends thereafter is great.
When combined with local utility incentives the benefits can get even greater. Time and

Annual Savings

conditions will change the impact of what we have presented here. However for now, do
40 CFL Lights
2 low flow showerheads (1.7gpm)
1 Kitchen Thermometer (Adjust water heater temperature
down to 120 degrees F.)
1 EnergyStar Standard 3.5 ft3 Washing Machine

$461
$75

the math for yourself. If you agree with our suggestion, then make it so. SWG

$70
$100

Green revival

Total annual energy saving

$706
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Snapshot

cesar chavez plaza

a

Southwest Green and Valley Forward to participate in inaugural Phoenix Earth Day celebration
rizona businesses exist in a fragile, easily

With a core message on the benefits of recycling and

destroyed environment. But this Earth Day,

information on how an organization can recycle, Earth

April 22, Southwest Green and Valley Forward

Day Phoenix 2009 will also present sustainability topics

are supporting Keep Phoenix Beautiful's

such as water waste reduction and efficient energy.

efforts to bring together the business community to

Businesses and city, state and county departments will

interact with each other and learn from a variety of

provide this information in exhibits throughout the plaza.

About Keep Phoenix Beautiful

exhibitors how proper use of resources and recycling

The event will also include an award ceremony to

efforts can make business thrive.

highlight individuals that have gone above and beyond in

Keep Phoenix Beautiful is an affiliate of Keep America
Beautiful and a 501(c)3 organization. We have been
active in Phoenix since 1982 to involve and educate
residents and businesses about recycling management
and beautification practices. We receive major funding
from the City of Phoenix Public Works Department and
financial and in-kind support from many Phoenix
businesses.To learn more visit:
SWG
http://www.keepphxbeautiful.org.

their quest to Keep Phoenix Beautiful. As Phoenix, AZ
Southwest Green in partnership with Valley Forward will

continues to work on becoming more sustainable, Earth

be exhibiting at Phoenix Earth Day 2009 in downtown

Day Phoenix 2009 will promote the resources our

Phoenix from 11am-1:30pm at Cesar Chavez Plaza

business community, government bodies can supply to

directly across from City Hall.

make the quest easier.
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For more information visit phoenixrecycles.org or
keepphxbeautiful.org and contact:
Tina Keith
Earth Day Program Director
480-707-3602 or tina@keepphxbeautiful.org
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MANAGING MERCURY CONTAINING COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMPS

By: Liz Paulus - City of Phoenix Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Program
phoenix.gov/epp.

m

any households have decided to switch from incandescent
light bulbs to Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs) in order
to reduce energy use. Fluorescent lamps can be four to

five times more efficient than incandescent bulbs and produce less heat
which aids in reducing home cooling costs. It is important to be aware that
CFLs contain small amounts of mercury which is necessary for the lamp to
function (see Table 1). Recycling is strongly encouraged as the best way to
dispose of burned-out CFLs.

MERCURY AND CFLs
A variety of household products contain mercury including thermometers,
thermostats, irons and other electronic devices. CFLs contain 4-5
milligrams of mercury, which is encased within the glass housing. CFLs do
not pose a health hazard when used and handled properly. While none of
the mercury is released during normal operation, CFLs should always be
handled carefully as prolonged exposure to mercury can cause damage to
the kidneys, liver and central nervous system. Take special care when
removing CFLs from fixtures and cleaning up broken CFLs.

In addition to the financial benefits CFLs provide in reducing household
energy use, CFLs can prevent mercury releases to the air. Utility power
plants are the primary man-made source of mercury emissions. By
reducing household energy consumption, power plant emissions of
mercury and other smog producing emissions can be reduced as well.

Continued on the next page
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STORAGE AND HANDLING
Always handle CFLs with care and follow the guidelines on the packaging. Use caution
when removing a CFL from its package and when installing or removing from light fixtures.
Always hold the CFL by the base, not the glass and when screwing and unscrewing the
CFL into its fixture, and never force a CFL into a light fixture.

Always handle CFLs with
care and follow the
guidelines on the
packaging.

HOW DO I PROPERLY DISPOSE OF CFLs?
The best way to dispose of burned out CFLs is to recycle them. Mercury can be leached to
the soil, water, and air when mercury containing products such as CFLs are broken,
improperly disposed or incinerated. Energy Star® qualified CFLs have a warranty and can
be returned to the retailer if they fail within the given warranty period. For more information
visit: energystar.gov
Additional information on CFL purchasing and recycling drop-off locations can be found
at: portal.ecoconsulting.com/aps-public/locator.asp
Several representative locations are listed below.
Paradise Valley Ace Hardware
13811 North Tatum Blvd
Phoenix, Arizona 85032
(602) 971-0274
Six Points Hardware
1409 North 19th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85009
(602) 252-6157
Six Points Hardware
10009 North 19th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85021
(602) 861-3198
Home Depot
Any Valley Home Depot store
Continued on
the next page
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COST AND MERCURY EMISSION COMPARISON
Table 1 below estimates energy used, dollars spent and mercury released over a five year period for a 60 watt bulb and its equivalent CFL.
Light Bulb Type

Expected Life

Total kWh Used

Total Mercury Released
(mg)*

Bulb Cost (each)

Total Operating Cost at
$0.10 per kWh
(including bulbs &
electricity)

CFL

5 to 7 years

104

1.6

$3.00

$13.40

Incandescent

<1 yr

480

5.8

$0.75

$51.75

376

4.2

Savings using CFLs

$38.35

The EPA recommends the following clean-up and
disposal guidelines:

If a fluorescent bulb breaks on a rug or carpet, follow
the same steps:

Rules found under 40 CFR 273 and the provisions in the

The EPA recommends the following clean-up and
disposal guidelines:

•

Scoop up the fragments and powder with stiff
paper or cardboard.

Rule (A.A.C. R 18-8-273). More information about the

For hard surfaces:

•

Use tape to remove small pieces and remaining
powder.

in the Arizona Department of Environmental quality

•

Place all the materials in a plastic bag and seal.

Lamps as Universal Waste for Business and

Carefully scoop up the fragments and powder
with stiff paper or cardboard and place them in a
sealable plastic bag.

•

Take all the materials to the Household
Hazardous Waste event for proper disposal,
and;

•

Do not touch with bare hands, use disposable
rubber gloves.

•

•

Do not use a vacuum or broom to clean up the
broken bulb from hard surfaces.

The first time the area is vacuumed after all
visible materials are removed, remove the
vacuum bag (or empty and wipe the canister)
and put the bag or vacuum debris in two sealed
plastic bags in the outdoor trash or protected
outdoor location for normal disposal.

•
•
•

Open a window and leave the room for 15
minutes or more.

Universal Waste Rule and its requirements can be found

(ADEQ) fact sheet “Managing Mercury Containing Waste

Government Agencies” located on the ADEQ Web site at

•

Use tape to pick up remaining pieces and
powder.

•

Wipe the area clean with damp paper towels or
disposable wet wipes, and place materials in
the plastic bag and seal it.

Businesses which are regulated under the code of

Wash your hands after disposing of the bag.

fluorescent lamps according to the Universal Waste

INFORMATION FOR BUSINESSES

•

Arizona Administration Code (A.A.C.) Universal Waste

Federal Regulation (CFR) 40 CFR 262 must manage
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azdeq.gov/environ/waste/hazwaste.
*Includes mercury released due to power plant
operations that power the lamp and end-of-life mercury
released into the environment for a CFL broken
upon being landfilled.
CFLs are part of environmentally preferable purchasing
or EPP. EPP means buying products or services that
have a lesser effect on human health and the
environmental when compared to competing products or
services. The city buys EPP as an important element of
sustainability. For additional details on the City of
Phoenix Environmentally Preferable Purchasing
Program, please visit phoenix.gov/epp.
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Apache Ave Parking Lot Solar Farm at Arizona State University Tempe Arizona
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GREENING YOUR JOB COULD SAVE YOUR JOB

BY ANGELA R. BROOKS

t

here are many ways to rescue yourself and your job during this
torrentially uncertain economic period. Being smart about how
money is allocated and how resources are utilized is imperative to a

green it to keep it

healthy, thriving home and workplace. People (everyday folks as

PART 1. IN A SERIES

well as those who've had their nest eggs destroyed by the sinister Bernard
Madoff) all over are searching high and low for ways to strengthen their
incomes. CEOs and directors from every spectrum of business are nearly at
their wit's end trying to solve problems like how to keep the workforce
running and if they must make the hard decisions of letting employees go
and how do they manage this with the least possible impact on those
affected consequentially and sub sequentially.

The hardest thing to do in many cases is usually the easiest (action), which
reaps the most value. Value is relative. However, some of these actions are
so easy that event the most intellectually incline don't, or won't, actively and
consistently engage in the pursuit of the change because it has so little
value in the immediate psyche of change.

Following are ways that could help (if the fear of change doesn't take hold)
individuals and companies in becoming economically and emotionally
healthy while invoking sustainable practices that could last indefinitely
beyond this economic downturn.

green revival

Continued on the next page
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day. The green saving depends on how time is
valued. As stated earlier value is relevant. Time is
the consummate enabler in life. The more time you
have often affects the amount of money you have
for other concerns in life, work, and business.

TELECOMMUTE
Telecommute two-days a week. If you already work
from home streamline your daily functions and look
tighten loopholes to be of value to yourself, vendors
and customers. If you work for a non-profit or faithbased organization, try serving the community you
already live in by infusing your organizations'
mission. Telecommuting, tightening loop holes in
processes or carrying on non profit work closer to
your own home will save on gasoline, products and
services you need to purchase as well as time lost
toward productivity response times to populations
you serve. By working from home two days a week,

GO PAPERLESS

employees can save approximately 3,000 miles per
year. A company has a potential savings of
Have personal or corporate bill accounts such as electric and gas companies, cable, water, cell phones, etc.,
become paperless and online. Paperless online bill review of accounts can be pre-setup and with higher security
measures, re-entering pertinent information is not necessary. The time it takes to set up electronic bill notification
and payment is only about 5-7 minutes. Once the initial page for paying bills is done, it only takes about 3 minutes

hundreds over a year's time. Non profits have the
opportunity to expand their agencies by working
more efficiently and faith based organization can
grow through the spread of their community mission.

to have payments approved for deduction from your personal bank account. Depending on the total amount of bills
incurred, consumers could save time by not paying in person (about one hour per bill based upon the location of the
bill paying site and the number of people in line). Missed and late payments can be eliminated since most people
check their emails more frequently than their stash of bills on the counter. Gas is saved, as you don't have to drive

The key to all of this and more is being an active
participant in the changing of how life and business
is conducted. Change is relevant. S W G

to a payment location. Energy isn't expended leaving you open to other healthier activities such as walking and
biking which alleviate stress causing a more open and thoughtful self or partner dialogue about the affairs of your
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City Reaches Out to
Green Business
BY LIZ PAULUS

PHOENIX HAS DEVELOPED
PARTNERSHIPS TO WORK
WITH SUSTAINABLE
BUSINESSES

t

he

City

Of

partnerships

Phoenix
to

has

begin

developed

working

Staff from the Office of Environmental Programs

with

coordinate the EPP Program. Third Party Certifiers,

environmentally preferable product and

organizations that have established standards for green

service vendors to help incentivize these greening

in various product or service lines, are compared to

efforts.

specifications in city purchases.

The following describes a successful

The Web site

case study on this exciting initiative that has

ecolabelling.org lists a wide variety of organizations,

evolved in a time where overall business has

providing an opportunity for city purchases to increase

slowed due to economic events. In December

recycled content, reduce toxicity, and specify water and

2007,

an

energy saving commodities. Among the purchases that

Environmentally Preferable Purchasing, or EPP,

have been affected are office products, paint, pest

program.

EPP means buying green, and the

application services, janitorial products, and small hand-

program focuses on updating the city's goods and

held equipment such as edgers, trimmers and chain

services contracts to keep pace with the market

saws.

the

changes.

city

of

Phoenix

adopted

It is a program that succeeds one

Continued on the next page

contract at a time.
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They discovered that Quality Inks had introduced a vegetable-based
ink, one comprised of at least 20 percent vegetable oil, to the City
Clerk Print Shop.

That change among the basic color inks

immediately lowered VOCs, but also helped eliminate much of the
deglazers and other press-cleaning products that also contributed to
VOCs. And by eliminating some of the related products, City Clerk
experienced cost savings.

But more was yet to come.

During a meeting at City Hall,

Environmental Programs staff members Liz Paulus and Jim McDaniel
learned about Quality Inks keen interest in the environment. One of
the first changes upon assuming the business, according to
Operations Manager Jeff Ashton, was the change to vegetablebased ink that helped eliminate the harsh cleaners that required
disposal as a hazardous waste. Jeff related that their hazardous
waste shipments declined from two 55 gallon drums per month to two
drums per year. Their facility recycles office waste, drums claimed
as scrap metal, and any remaining petroleum-based ink reblended
into a useable black ink.
CED's Kedrick Ellison and Environmental Program's Darice Ellis meet with Quality Inks
Operations Manager Jeff Ashton
One of the program's targets is reaching out to businesses to find those who can help the
city reduce its impact on the community. For a south Phoenix manufacturer, that outreach
could net big dividends. As a small business, Quality Inks, an ink manufacturer, started in
1978 but came under new ownership in 2000. Quality Inks is currently under contract to
provide ink to the City Clerk Department. In 2006 Environmental Programs staff began
reviewing ink products provided to the city, since inks have traditionally been petroleumbased with levels of volatile organic compounds, or VOCs, that can contribute to air
pollution.

With significant environmental progress being made, one troubling
spot remained that has experienced a recent breakthrough. The
majority of City Clerk's printing goes beyond the use of basic colors
to the use of Pantone Matching System, or PMS, inks to create the
colorful products requested by departments. This is where the VOC
levels remained frustratingly high. That has now changed, thanks to
the persistent efforts of Quality Inks. The City Clerk Print Shop is
currently in transition to a new PMS chemistry that may cut their VOC
emissions. The new low-VOC chemistry for the PMS inks may also be
an environmental leap forward for the industry.
Continued on the next page
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The Community and Economic Development (CED) Department
offers programs for qualifying small businesses.

Because

Quality Inks is in a low-to-medium income census tract, they
qualify for the MTA assistance program. The MTA Program can
provide consultants to assist in a number of business areas
including marketing and quality assurance plans, or how to be
included in the Federal procurement process, and more. CED's
assistance programs have the overarching goal of adding at
least one job within a 2 year period.

Quality Inks is looking forward to the collaboration, especially
marketing their recent going green success. Jeff Ashton also
explained that they have the physical capacity to expand at
their

current

location.

The

city's

EPP

Program

(phoenix.gov/epp) has helped bring a range of incentives to
Quality Inks that will benefit their bottom line and the
environment.

City of Phoenix Environmentally Preferred Purchasing (EPP)
Program

Phoenix City Hall
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Liz Paulus & Darice Ellis
City of Phoenix Office of Environmental Programs
Phoenix City Hall
200 West Washington St. 14Th Floor Phoenix Arizona 85003
602-256-5669
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ASU Green Jazz

at the Herberger Theater

j

azz,

returns

Downtown

Dominic Amato will headline the series

Phoenix’s Herberger Theater

finale on April 27th. Having collaborated

as the landmark Green Jazz

with musical greats including James

series completes it 2008 - 2009

Brown, and the Yellowjackets and a

season with performance by

student of renowned saxophonist Eric

the ASU Jazz Band and Dominic

Marianthal, Dominic is a rapidly climbing

Amato.

international favorite.

Next Concerts
Praised as being the jazz stars of
tomorrow, The ASU Jazz Band, will
perform the fifth of six concerts in the
ASU Green Jazz Series.
Michael

Kocour,

an

Lead by
associate

professor and Director of Jazz Studies
at Arizona State University, the
ensemble will perform new and classic
jazz favorites.

Date:
Artist:
Cost:

April 15 2009
The ASU Jazz Band
Free

Earth Week Performance
Date:
April 27 2009
Artist: Dominic Amato
Cost:
$20 and $40 vip
http://www.dominicamato.com/
Click Here for a Green Jazz Film Clip of
Dominic and Althea Rene:
MAC Version
PC Version
Doors open at 5:30pm for both concerts
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Proceeds from the concert series support the Green
Revival Initiative (GRI), a Phoenix-based low income
energy conservation project. Through the use of costeffective green technologies such as compact
fluorescent lights and low-flow shower heads, GRI goal is
to mitigate increasing energy costs for approximately
1,000 low-and-income fixed households in the PhoenixMetropolitan area. Along with the Green Jazz a preceding
business networking session has been added to increase
the educational opportunities for the university and for
local businesses.

What: The Green Jazz Series
Host: Marion Meadows
Where: Herberger Theater, 222 E. Monroe St.,
Phoenix Arizona
Tickets: Tickets cost $40 for VIP seats, $20 for
general admission and $10 for ASU students with a
valid I.D. Call the Herberger Theater box office at
(602) 254-7399 or visit
www.HerbergerTheater.org.
Parking and directions:
www.herbergertheater.org
/directions_and_parking
Information: www.sw-green.com
Contact: Marshall Terrill Information Specialist
Arizona State University (602) 496-1005
Marshall.Terrill@asu.edu
For more information on ASU online please visit:
asuonline.asu.edu/
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O

ne of the basic tenets of sustainability is to minimize waste. So as we
transition to the new sustainable economy, what do we do with all of
the old, inefficient technology we now own? More importantly, until we
can afford to replace them, can we use what we have in a more

fundamentally sustainable and less expensive ways? Over the coming months we
will look at how your current pre-green equipment may be used more sustainably
likely saving you money while reducing impacts in your building or home and to the
environment. All it takes is a little ingenuity (applying an idea to a problem). We
begin with capturing air conditioner condensate.

Ok, what the heck is air conditioner condensate? Remember how a cold glass of
soda in the summer sweats? What causes that is that the cold liquid in the glass
causes the moisture in the air around it to condenses on that cold surface. The
same thing happens with an air-conditioning unit. Moisture collects on the cooling
coil and runs down usually through a waste pipe and into the grass on the side of
the house, unused.

This past summer I measured the amount of water coming off my home HVAC
(Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning) unit and it averaged about 1/2 gallon per

Capturing Air Conditioner
Condensate
by: Dr. George B. Brooks, Jr.

hour depending on the weather and AC usage. That suggests that over the course
of a an Arizona summer (Six months of 100 degree plus weather), my two HVAC
units pumped out between 1,000 and 2,000 gallons of water. With a little
forethought it would be quite easy to run that water through drip-lines to irrigate my
home’s ornamental plants. A second use just as well, would be to supplement

Save $$ by using Old Tech
in Green Ways!

expensive city water keeping the swimming pool filled.

Arizona is still in a drought, so since we use the air conditioners anyway, pulling a
thousand gallons of water from thin air can only be beneficial and cost effective
for the home owner and the environment. Further environmental benefit is gained
though not using expensive and energy intensive chlorinated city water on plants
thus further reducing your carbon footprint. S W G
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Anthony Floyd,

and single-family buildings. Administered by the U.S.

AIA, LEED AP
Scottsdale Green Building
Program Manager

based tool designed to recognize environmental

g

Green Building Council (USGBC), LEED is a market-

leadership and stimulate green competition by awarding
a green building certificate at the certified, silver, gold or

reen washing is

platinum level. LEED emphasizes strategies for

when a company

sustainable site development, water savings, energy

tries

efficiency, materials selection and indoor environmental

to

better

p o s it i on

i ts

quality.

reputation or increase sales by
making misleading claims about

USGBC is concluding its pilot program for the new LEED

its environmental performance.

for Neighborhood Development rating system which was

Making sense of environmental

released in November 2009. LEED for Neighborhood

product

be

Development emphasizes the creation of compact,

challenging for even the most

walkable, vibrant, mixed use neighborhoods with the

claims

can

informed environmental building professional. For example, companies

good connections to nearly communities.

marketing materials sometimes refer to LEED, the US Green Building

encourages compact development patterns and the

Council's green building rating system or other green building programs. Be

selection of sites that are within or adjacent to existing

aware that LEED and other such programs as Green Globes do not approve

development to minimize habitat fragmentation and also

or certify materials or products because these programs rate overall building

help preserve areas for recreation.

LEED

performance based on energy, water, indoor environmental quality, site use
and material efficiencies. No one product, material or technology alone will
make a building sustainable or green. Building performance is about the
outcome of the whole, not the single benefit of a part. Buildings are systems

Article Highlights
•

and as such its parts must be designed into a collectively whole. This is vital
in achieving high performance, low impact green buildings.

Green Building Rating Systems
The most prominent green building rating system is the LEED (Leadership in

•

Greenwashing is making misleading
claims about environmental
performance.
Increasing numbers of green
certification programs are now in place
to protect the consumer and improve
quality.

Energy and Environmental Design) Green Building Rating System. LEED is a
third party certification program designed to evaluate the environmental

Continued on the next page

performance of new and existing commercial, institutional, and multi-family
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USGBC is concluding its pilot program for the new LEED for Homes rating system which was released in November 2007. LEED for
Homes will provide green home certifications through design evaluation, field inspections and testing. LEED is sometimes referr ed to as
a leadership standard since it strives for the top 25% of the green market.

Green Building Standards
Green building rating systems are used to rate buildings at various levels of environmental performance by accumulating a number of
points from a rating checklist. The number of points corresponds to the level of green certification (i.e. - certified, silver, gold, platinum
in the case of LEED). On the other hand, green building standards establish a minimum baseline for environmental performance, usually
without awarding points or certification levels. Standards ensure all buildings achieve a minimum level of health, safety and public
welfare. They are also used to help level the playing field in the building industry so all builders address the same measures. Standards
are referenced by building codes and usually become mandatory when adopted by cities, counties and states.

Green building standards include the new ICC 700 residential building standard and the evolving ASHRAE 189.1 commercial building
standard. The ICC 700 residential standard is intended to be used by cities, counties and local homebuilder associations to encourage
mainstream green building practices in the areas of site design, resource efficiency, energy efficiency, water efficiency, indoor
environmental quality, and building owner education. Two years in the making, the standard was developed by a national consensu s
committee and sponsored by the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) and the International Code Council (ICC). ICC 700 was
released for use in January 2009.

The ASHRAE 189.1 commercial green building standard is currently under development and expected to be completed by the end of
2009.

Standard 189.1 is focusing on site sustainability, water use efficiency, energy efficiency, indoor environmental quality,

atmosphere impact, and material/resource impact. The energy efficiency provisions will be 30% above current energy codes. The
standard is being written in enforceable language and intended to be adopted by local and state governments as a part of their b uilding
codes.

Many builders recognize the growing green market, and many already incorporate features such as low-e windows, high efficiency a ir
conditioning, insulated supply ducts, water efficient plumbing fixtures and landscaping, and demand controlled hot water recirculation
pumps. Others are incorporating renewable energy technologies such as solar hot water and photovoltaic panels. Green building
standards will raise the threshold for healthy, resource efficient and less impactful building while leveling the playing field for the building
industry nationwide.
Continued on the next page
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Green Product Labels
There are a number of product certification programs that help to separate the green from the greenwash. These programs use labe ling
for identify products that meet established environmental performance measures and are often referenced in green building rating
programs. Following is a list of the major product certification programs:

Certification Program

Product Category

Energy Star

Web Site

Energy-efficient building products including
windows, thermostats, fans, appliances, equipment

www.energystar.gov

Water Sense

Water efficient toilets, faucets, and irrigation systems

www.epa.org/watersense

Green Seal

Paints and coatings, windows and doors, cleaning products,
and other product categories

www.greenseal.org

Greenguard

Low-emitting products

www.greenguard.org

Scientific Certification Systems

Recycled content, biodegradability, indoor air quality,
and other environmental attributes

www.scscertified.com

Green Label Plus

Low-emitting carpets and rugs

www.carpet-rug.org

FloorScore

Low-emitting resilient flooring products including vinyl,
linoleum, laminate flooring, wood flooring, ceramic flooring,
rubber flooring, wall base, and associated sundries

www.rfci.com/int_FloorScore.htm

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)

Wood from sustainably managed forestry operations

www.fsc.org

Sustainable Forest Initiative (SFI)

Wood from sustainably managed forestry operations

www.afandpa.org

Rediscovered Wood

Forest products operations that are reclaimed, recycled,
and/or salvaged wood materials

www.rainforest-alliance.org

SWG
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Green Jobs

Snapshot

JOBS THAT WILL BUILD THE GREEN U.S. ECONOMY AND FIGHT GLOBAL WARMING
Strategies for Green
Economy Investments

Representative Jobs

Building Retrofitting

Electricians, Heating/Air Conditioning Installers, Carpenters,
Construction Equipment Operators, Roofers, Insulation Workers,
Carpenter Helpers, Industrial Truck Drivers, Construction,
Managers, Building Inspectors.

Mass Transit

Civil Engineers, Rail Track Layers, Electricians, Welders, Metal
Fabricators, Engine Assemblers, Production Helpers, Bus Drivers,
First-Line Transportation Supervisors, Dispatchers.

Energy-Efficient Automobiles

Computer Software Engineers, Electrical Engineers, Engineering,
Technicians, Welders, Transportation Equipment Painters, Metal,
Fabricators, Computer-Controlled Machine Operators, Engine,
Assemblers, Production Helpers, Operations Managers.

Wind Power

Environmental Engineers, Iron and Steel Workers, Millwrights, Sheet
Metal Workers, Machinists, Electrical Equipment, Assemblers,
Construction Equipment Operators, Industrial Truck, Drivers,
Industrial Production Managers, First-Line Production, Supervisors.

Solar Power

Electrical Engineers, Electricians, Industrial Machinery Mechanics,
Welders, Metal Fabricators, Electrical Equipment Assemblers,
Construction Equipment Operators, Installation Helpers, Laborers,
Construction Managers.

Biofuels

Chemical Engineers, Chemists, Chemical Equipment Operators,
Chemical Technicians, Mixing and Blending Machine Operators,
Agricultural Workers, Industrial Truck Drivers, Farm Product,
Purchasers, Agricultural and Forestry Supervisors, Agricultural
Inspectors.

From Job Opportunities For The Green Economy: A State-by-state Picture Of Occupations That Gain From Green
Investments
Robert Pollin & Jeannette Wicks-Lim Political Economy Research Institute University of Massachusetts, Amherst
h t t p : / / w ww . b l u e g r e e n a l l i a n c e . o r g / a t f / c f / % 7 B 3 6 3 7 E 5 F 0 - D 0 E A - 4 6 E 7 - B B 3 2 74D973EFF334%7D/NRDC_report_May28.pdf
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Greenovation LLC:
Putting more Green in Your Pockets
by Brett Hudson

t

imes are tough. Many of us are feeling financial
pressures coming from every direction, forcing
working families, singles and couples alike to make
tough financial decisions. We all are trying to make

our income stretch further; we drive our smaller car over the
SUV or consolidate our errands to decrease gas usage; we
keep the lights off for longer periods of time or open up windows
for natural lighting and air conditioning.

We are trying to

maintain our standards of living while using fewer resources in
the process. In essence, this process is forcing people to use
every available measure simply to sustain their standard of
living.

But what if using fewer resources could do more for us? What if
we can turn this "sustainable" mentality into an asset? With
some innovative thinking, an up-and-coming company called
Greenovation, LLC is putting sustainability to "work" for
struggling Arizona families.

Greenovation, LLC is a sustainable, turn-key design/build firm
with a focus on renovating and building residential and
commercial developments in affordable communities. The goal
of the company is to build or "Greenovate" structures to be so
efficient that occupants pay little or no utility bills, making it
easier for people to live sustainable lifestyles. Now, you might
ask, "Isn't building green cost prohibitive?". Not anymore.
TODD ERICKSON
Continued on the next page
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drastic effect on their pocket book-for the better. "We
build healthier, longer-lasting buildings that require
significantly less resources, maintenance and repairs,"
Erickson said. "We want to see people, at the end of the
month, to have more money to invest in their families-not
towards keeping their home running and their lights on.
It's just logical. It's just a better way of living. It's more
sustainable in the long-run." With recent and proposed
increases from both Arizona's power providers,
Greenovation's mission makes more sense than ever.

But Greenovation's economic effects are felt beyond the
occupant.

Greenovation increases building values,

Greenovation combines several innovative construction and

which is particularly needed in distressed communities

financing methods to overcome the added capital costs formerly

reeling from falling real estate prices. Both the US Green

associated with "green" or "sustainable" building.

This

Building Council and National Association of Realtors

combination of new technologies and in-house funding allows the

assert that green buildings appraise 10 to 20% higher

company to focus on projects where its product can have the

than standard, code compliant buildings. Moreover, by

greatest impact: low-to-moderate income communities.

reducing the use of water and electricity used each
month, Greenovation is putting more green back into

FEWER RESOURCES, MORE INCOME

people's pockets. Month after month, reduced utility
expenditure provides occupants extra money to invest in

In increasingly tough economic times, the company has realized

their local communities.

the importance of its work. Todd Erickson, CEO of Greenovation,

apartment complex has an average monthly bill of $100

LLC, claims "Many people don't understand that sustainability is

per occupant, that one building alone has the potential to

really a tool of economic development.

put $240,000 a year back into the local economy simply

It has widespread

benefits not only for the occupants of our buildings, but also the

If a 200-unit, family-style

from reducing its resource consumption.

community at large. Greenovation's concept is simple:
conserving energy creates multiple win-win opportunities."

In these tough economic times, "Greenovation" makes
more sense than ever before in the Valley. Year after

Erickson is correct. In an era of ever-increasing utility prices and

year, we will see significant economic impacts. SWG

poor building standards, green building occupants will see a
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low income green home demonstration project near st and broadway rd
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ASU Polytechnic Academic Complex Recognized With National Green Building Award

Snapshot

R

SP Architects and DPR Construction,

quality, and craftsmanship. ENR's award comes on the

simultaneously protecting students from the heat. The

Inc's project for the Arizona State

heels of the 11th annual Southwest Contractor

new buildings were completed through the collaboration

University

Academic

competition, which recognizes construction and design

of RSP Architects, Lake|Flato, and DPR Construction,

Complex was recognized by Engineering

excellence in Arizona, Nevada and New Mexico. The

Inc. in June 2008.

News-Record (ENR), and the 11 Regional

ASU Polytechnic Academic Complex was among 22

Publications of McGraw-Hill Construction, in its first

winning projects selected from 650 entries by an

annual Best of the Best Awards, titling it as the Best of

independent

the Best 2008 - Best Green Building in the U.S. In

professionals.

Polytechnic

December, the project was awarded winner of Southwest
Contractor Magazine's Best of 2008 Public "Green"
Project in Arizona.

jury

of

design

and

construction

"We are certainly celebrating the success of ASU
Polytechnic," said RSP President David Norback. "The
awards are just the last layer on this very successful
project. Aesthetically, environmentally and functionally,

The Polytechnic Academic Complex in Mesa contains

the Polytechnic Academic Complex succeeds at every

several Arizona State University academic units and

level. We're very proud of the team that made this

includes laboratories, classrooms, faculty offices, a

happen."

The national competition recognizes design and

lecture hall and a fine arts performance space. Situated

construction excellence based on regional winners of

on a decommissioned air force base, the project is

ENR's 11 regional publications' Best of 2008 Awards.

seeking LEED(r)-NC Silver but may qualify for LEED(r)-

Out of 225 regional winners, just 23 were chosen by an

NC Gold. By integrating photovoltaic panels, recycled

independent jury of construction professionals as

concrete, and recycled building materials in its

national winners. The projects were judged for

construction, the project utilized innovative techniques

innovation, contribution to the community, aesthetic

to make use of Arizona's abundant sunlight, while
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Arizona State University is committed to reducing its
carbon footprint and creating sustainable environments
for its students, said Todd Raven, ASU project manager.
"The facilities are an example of that commitment, and
we are delighted to see the efforts and talents of RSP
Architects and DPR Construction being recognized
nationally." SWG Contact: www.poly.asu.edu
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full circle
A Tale of 68 years

Light Rail is Reborn in the Valley
of the Sun:
The Story of Lula and Alice

d

ecember 27, 2008 in a celebration stretching across three
cities, light rail was reborn in the Valley of the Sun.
Inaugurated with much fanfare by Mayors Phil Gordon,
Hugh Hallman and Scott Smith of Phoenix, Tempe and
Mesa Arizona; the ultra modern euro-styled trains began

services along the 20-mile starter line. This event however, is not
where the story begins.
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Photo of #116 courtesy
of the Phoenix Trolley
Museum

Almost two lifetimes before, in 1887, the Valley Street Railway
began services using trolleys pulled by mules. As recorded by the
Phoenix Trolley Museum, (http://phoenixtrolley.com/) the
history of the Valley Trolley system was a complex tapestry of ups
and downs leading to the system finally being abandoned on
February 17th, 1948. That story did not end however, before two
little girls had a chance to take a ride.

Sometime around 1940, in a car not unlike trolley number 116
pictured above, Lula and Alice Barnes rode the downtown line. "It
was just down Jefferson," said Alice Harper now 72. "We could
have walked, but daddy wanted us to ride." "Daddy took us on the
train for a ride" continued Lula Brooks 83. "We were too young to
worry about Jim Crow or who we sat next to. We were just glad to
ride. It was like a merry-go-round."

Past and future connected in as a Christmas surprise when Lula
and Alice received an invitation from the office of Mayor Gordon to
take the inaugural ride. “It was exciting” said Lula (age 83). “And
much more comfortable. This was a new century, a new day, a new
time. It was as if we had been transported to a new era but going to
the same place. It was like living Buck Rogers. The police escort
was nice too.” (see photo next page top)
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To Mayor Hallman of Tempe (photo left center), the light rail line is a major public
investment that is already reaping benefits. "So far business has invested more than
four billion dollars along the line” said the Mayor. “Not only will this generate the jobs we
need to improve the quality of life in Tempe, but millions of dollars in tax revenue to the
city so we can improve services to our residents. The rail line is also serving as a
vehicle to revitalize the areas along the old Apache Trail (old U.S. 60) that lost revenue
when the freeways were built. Finally, the rail will serve as vital component of our
comprehensive transit system. Already as witnessed by my own children, youth are
delaying driving in favor of mass transit thus freeing space on the roads and lowering
insurance costs. These benefits did not occur by accident, they are a strategically
planned short-term consequences of the drive toward long term social, economic and
environmental sustainability for Tempe.”

Mayor Smith of Mesa has a similar view. "The train creates an environment where
problems can be solved. Whenever you have this kind of investment, it is a magnet
that will draw businesses and the people that can help you solve the problems that are
caused when areas go down, mature or when your city is ready to go to the next level.
The other part is that this is a long-term solution. It is not here today and gone
tomorrow. That is what is exciting about this project."

The story of Lula and Alice demonstrates that you can not kill a good idea and that time
comes full circle. In the 1980’s, a light rail starter line was initiated from downtown San
Diego California to the border (photo left bottom). The common wisdom was that no one
would ride it in a car friendly city. They were wrong, and now the system stretches
across the city and is the nucleus of an expanding regional rail system. If San Diego is
a witness to what can be done, then the future looks bright for the Valley’s Metro Light
Rail. For more information on Phoenix Metro Light Rail click here S W G
Photo Captions: Police escort for the inaugural train, Tempe Az. Mayor Hugh Hallman and Metro CEO
Rick Simonetta, the San Diego Trolley
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Lula and Alice Ride the Light Rail
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Snapshot

Valley Forward'S Livability Summit Ties Environment
To Economic Sustainability

By: Diane Brossart: President Valley Forward

i

n celebration of the organization's 40 years of environmental
stewardship, Valley Forward Association will host its sixth
annual Livability Summit on April 16, 2009. The theme of the
half-day forum is "Healthy Environment - Healthy Economy"

and will highlight pioneers of the sustainability movement - Ralph
Nader and Ed Begley Jr., both of whom have been advocating for
the environment long before it become mainstream.

The Summit will also feature two panel discussions to facilitate
meaningful public dialogue on "Becoming the Solar Capital of the
World," and "Sustainable Capitalism: Growing Healthy, Livable
Communities." Topics to be covered include energy, new
technologies, green building, transportation and financial
incentives, with the overall objective of protecting the natural
environment while advancing economic prosperity and the livability
of our region.

The event will be held at the Wyndham Phoenix from 7:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m., beginning with a registration, continental breakfast and
a preview of Valley Forward's Resource Area. Speakers will begin
at 8:30 a.m.; Grady Gammage, Jr., attorney at Gammage &
Burnham, will moderate the program.
Continued on the next page
RALPH NADER
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Distinguished keynote speakers' timing and
information are as follows:
RALPH NADER
8:30 - 9:30 a.m.
Presidential candidate and Green Party activist,
has been honored by Time magazine as "One of
the 100 Most Influential Americans of the
Twentieth Century" and recently as "One of the
100 Most Influential Figures in American History"
by The Atlantic. He was instrumental in creating
the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Consumer Product Safety
Commission.
Nader will discuss the loss of control in the
consumer marketplace, ways to regain stability
and how "going green" affects the bottom line.
Panel Discussions:
of the World

ED BEGLEY, JR.
12:00 - 1:30 p.m.
Actor and environmental leader, takes
personal responsibility for his carbon
footprint to a degree few individuals can
match. He is the co-star of the hit HGTV
series Living with Ed, a look at the day-today realities of "living green" on Discovery's
new network Planet Green. One of the
hottest speakers on eco-living in America,
his theme, Live Simply So That Others Can
Simply Live, resonates with audiences
worldwide.
Begley will discuss healthy solutions for the
planet and ways to effectively incorporate
sustainable living into each individual's
everyday life.

OLAF KOESTER, President & CEO of Solon
Corporation

Valley Forward's Livability Summit is open

SEAN M. SEITZ , President and Co-Owner of
American Solar

required. Seating is available for $135 per

RICH A. SCHUTZENHOFER , Vice President,
Engineering, Technology and Sustainability
PepsiCo North American Beverages

$1,300. For more information, visit

Panel Discussions: Sustainable Capitalism:
Growing Healthy, Livable Communities
10:30 - 11:30 a.m.
DON MAXWELL, Director
of Community and Economic Development,
Phoenix
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DAN STURGES , President and Founder,
Intrago Corporation

Becoming the Solar Capital

9:30 - 10:30 a.m. ROB MELNICK, Director,
Global Institute of Sustainability, ASU

ED BEGLEY, JR.

KIMBER LANNING , Stinkweeds Music
and Modified Arts, Director - Local First
Arizona

to the public with advance reservations

person and tables of 10 are available for

www.valleyforward.org or call (602)
240-2408.
Established in 1969, Valley Forward
Association is a non-profit organization that
brings business and civic leaders together
to convene thoughtful public dialogue on
regional issues and to promote cooperative
efforts that improve the livability and
sustainability of Valley communities.

JOE ZEHNDER, Deputy Director, Bureau of
Planning and Sustainability, City of Portland
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Valley Forward kicked off its
sixth annual Livability Summit
and commemorative 40th
anniversary with a downtown
tree planting of the popular
First Friday Art Walk
neighborhood. In partnership
with Phoenix Mayor Phil
Gordon, SRP and Enterprise
Rent-A-Car more than 100
volunteers helped with the
project that is part of an
ongoing effort supporting the
Mayor's Green Phoenix
initiative.
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Green Phoenix

t

name it to claim it
he 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
has made Billions of dollars available to the states and
cities to simulate the economy, rebuild neglected
infrastructure and create jobs. With assistance from

Arizona State University President Michael Crow and a powerful
partnership for progress that includes Valley Forward, Salt River
Project and Arizona Public Service, Mayor Phil Gordon of
Phoenix has stepped forward to secure a share of these funds
with an ambitious 17 point proposal to turn Phoenix Green. As
part of his recent State of the City address, Mayor Gordon
shared his desire to make Phoenix the first Carbon Neutral and
sustainable city in America. His plan is to build on existing efforts
to conserve water, reduce the heat island effect, green lowincome homes, install and manufacture solar panels and much,
much, more. According to Gordon the benefits to Phoenix
residents are significant including the possibility of lower utility

Phoenix wishes to become the greenest city in America.
Here is how you can help

bills, a smaller carbon and water footprint and a greener, healthier
living environment.
Continued on the next page
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Who Qualifies?
Who qualifies to help with this project? Perhaps you. To make the plan work, the city is calling upon its citizens
and business leaders for help to provide innovative ideas. A website as been established with the purpose of
connecting those who wish help with the plan to the city leaders. It is expected the city will be looking for
“shovel ready” projects that can use the money immediately and it may be made available through
partnerships, formula funds and competitive grants. To let the Mayor know about your project link to:
http://www.ci.phoenix.az.us/mayor/recovery/greenphx.html.

Additional information on how the

city is responding to the stimulus opportunity may be found at http://phoenix.gov/recovery

The concept of calling upon the public and business for the ideas to make the plan work is a good one. A copy
of Green Phoenix Brochure may be obtained by clicking here . However, for clarity we have published the
plan below. As we read it, we discovered that throughout this and earlier editions of this magazine there are
ideas and projects that would fit the need of the current Green Phoenix effort. In the text below we have

3. Urban Mobility

highlighted those conversions of thought with the hope that it might give you ideas on what you could do to

Extend Phoenix Light Rail line, complete connector to Phoenix

help Phoenix become Green.

Sky Harbor airport, provide bicycle rentals at light rail stops,
solarize stops and accompanying park and ride facilities,
improve regional bus connectivity. Creates construction jobs,

Green Phoenix’s 17 points

stimulates economic development, encourages urban infill, uses
renewable energy, reduces GHG emissions.

1. Greener Neighborhoods
Train unemployed workers to rehabilitate distressed homes for water and energy efficiency. Creates green
jobs, improves performance of housing stock, increases housing affordability, reduces greenhouse gas
emissions, stimulates housing market. (See pages 58, 63 )

4. Green your Home and Business
Engage philanthropic or partnership strategies to develop energy
and water audits of homes and small businesses; provide
subsidies for insulation, replacement of old fixtures, solar PV,

2. Solar City

irrigation system timers; low-flow shower heads, CFL light bulbs,

Install solar PV and solar water heaters in existing public facilities, require in public new facilities, incentivize

weather stripping. Increases green jobs, reduces energy waste,

in residential and commercial sectors. Reengineer city landfill to accommodate public-private solar thermal

reduces

generation plant. Increases green jobs, reduces greenhouse gas emissions, relieves peak load on power grid

expenditures for home and business owners. ( See pages 22,

and utilities, reduces reliance on foreign oil.

24, 36, 63)

water

consumption

and

treatment,

reduces

Continued on the next page
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10. Efficient City Lights
7. Central City Green

Convert public outside illumination to very high efficiency

Clean-up and redevelop brownfield sites in downtown;

and dark skies compliant lighting; convert traffic signals

convert to mixed-use infill projects; augment natural and

to LED. Provides cost savings, enables night sky

built shade. Decontaminates land, reduces toxic

viewing, creates green jobs.

exposure, recycles land back into the market, adds
value to blighted neighborhoods, creates green
employment, provides remedies for environmental
inequities.

5. Desert Hydroscape
Create unique sustainable desert water features that
leverage existing water infrastructure such as canals,

(See South Phoenix Clean Air Project in SWGreen Vol 1 No 1 November/December 2008
Click Here to download (free))

8. Discovery Triangle Smartscape

storm drainage, and water treatment; harvest rain water,

Deploy innovative, sustainable building design in

reclaim air conditioning condensate, utilize hydropower

blighted area of Discovery Triangle district using smart

energy. Creates multipurpose public spaces, upgrades

materials, landscaping, shading strategies through

neighborhoods, stimulates urban infill, attracts tourism,

incentives for private developers. Creates green jobs,

creates green and construction jobs.

creates construction jobs, improves public health,
reduces heat, reduces energy/water demand.

6. Public Buildings LEED Retrofit
Bring public buildings up to new LEED equivalent retrofit
standards. Reduces greenhouse gas emissions,
reduces operational costs of public buildings, creates
green jobs, provides high-visibility model for green
redevelopment. (See page 60)

9. Renewable Energy
Go beyond “solar" by using untapped renewable energy
sources such as landfill gas, waste heat, biomass,
biodiesel, and photosynthetic algae to power
businesses

and

public

institutions.

Reduces

greenhouse gas emissions, creates green jobs, reduces
load on power grid and utilities, extends landfill life.
Continued on the next page
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11. Hometown Agriculture

13. Beyond Sustainable Schools

15. transportation-ICt Synergy

Increase markets and options for regional food growers

Educate and deploy students to develop sustainability

Leverage current broadband penetration to develop joint

by promoting networks, Community Supported

assessments, recommendations and monitoring

planning, design, and management protocols that

Agriculture business models and community gardens.

programs for area high schools. Creates entry-level

connect transportation, information and communications

Reduces food contamination, reduces transport,

jobs, reduces greenhouse gas emissions, reduces

technology (ICT) systems to optimize travel, reduce

reduces heat island effect, creates agriculture jobs,

operating costs of public schools, educates next

travel time, reduce air pollution. Reduces traffic

provides low cost/high nutrition foods in low-income

generation on sustainable practices. (See page 19)

congestion, mitigates air quality issues, conserves

neighborhoods. (See page 63)

energy/water

resources,

increases

economic

productivity.

16. Urban Riparian Waterways
Rehab
Incorporate ecological principles into flood management
and water delivery systems in riparian; retrofit homes
and neighborhoods to capture runoff, redesign
permeable storm water conveyance systems, install
retention systems for filtration. Increases groundwater
recharge, reduces water demand, improves flood
control, improves water quality, creates recreation
spaces and wildlife habitats. (See page 67: Rio
Salado Podcast)

12. Canalscape

14. Phoenix Regional Desalt

Develop Phoenix's canal system for recreation, green

Enable a renewable source of water for the region by

enterprise

non-motorized

constructing a regional desalination facility using

transportation. Creates construction jobs, leverages

existing technologies to enhance water quality through

heritage, improves recreation opportunities, raises

removing dissolved salt from treated waste water and

property values.

brackish groundwater. Creates construction and

(See The Ebony Cactus magazine November
2002 Click here to download (free):
http://www.theebonycactus.com/tec
nv102.pdf

professional jobs, expands renewable water supply,

and

multi-modal

recycles wastewater.
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17. Envision Sustainable Phoenix
Establish

large-scale

public

consensus

on

a

comprehensive sustainability plan through broad-based
public engagement, community forums and town halls,
widely disseminated multi-media visualizations of
alternative futures, extensive policy analysis. Creates
unity, leverages economies of scale, addresses
inequalities, reduces ecological impact. (See pages
18, 51, 59) S W G
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A Great Green Summer

Snapshot

SOUTHWEST GREEN MAGAZINE’S EVENT CALENDAR APRIL 2009 - JUNE 2009

•

April 15, 2009. ASU Green Jazz at the Herberger Theater (Downtown).
Artist The ASU Jazz Ensemble. MC Marion Meadows. Fundraiser for the
Green Revival Initiative. Host: Arizona State University OnLine (click
here for more information)

•

April 22 2009 Earth Day. Exhibit at Phoenix Clean and Beautiful Caesar
Chavez Plaza Downtown In association with Valley Forward.

•

April 22 - 25 2009. Self guided tours of green projects in South
Mountain & Laveen Villages: Education, Training, Green Revival,
Business (Check sw-green.com for schedule and map)

•

April 25, 2009 After Earth Day of Service A day of volunteer service to
help to green the homes identified in the Green Revival Initiative.

•

April 26, 2009. Green Revival Sunday at Southminster Presbyterian
Church

•

April 27, 2009. ASU Green Jazz at the Herberger Theater (Downtown).
Artist Dominic Amato. MC Marion Meadows. Fundraiser for the Green
Revival Initiative. Host: Arizona State University on Line (click here for
more information)

•

June 6 2009. Second Annual Minority and Women Green Business
Conference. Location, Arizona State University Memorial Union. Hosts
Arizona State University On-Line, Southwest Green magazine and the
Arizona Minority Business Enterprise Center. Expected attendance
300. (Check sw-green.com for schedule and map)

For Full Information, Contact Dr. George B. Brooks, Jr. Publisher@Sw-Green.Com
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Green revival

t

imes have indeed changed. Those who were once
marginalized and left behind now have the opportunity to
lead and innovate in the new Knowledge Based Economy

of the 21st Century. No better will this be demonstrated than at
AzBizGreen II, the second Arizona Minority and Women Green
Business Conference scheduled for June 6th, 2009. Hosted by
the Arizona Minority Business Enterprise Center (AMBEC)
Southwest Green magazine and Arizona State University Online
(ASU Online) this year’s conference will take place at the Arizona
State University Tempe Campus’ Memorial Union.

AZBizGreen 2008 HIGHLIGHTS

With more than 140 people attending, the first conference January
16th, 2008 at Arizona State University Downtown Phoenix was a

June th 
Arizona State University
Tempe Arizona

huge success. The theme was “Green - Leveling the Playing
Field.” In summary, by disrupting established supply chains,
"green" has change the game creating a unique place in history
where small flexible businesses can rapidly innovative

Article Highlights

sustainable solutions and compete head to head with larger more

•
•
•

women owned enterprises that may not occur again for decades.

established firms. This is an incredible opportunity for minority and

The 2009 Az Minority and Women Green Business Conference is coming June 6th, 2009
Sensible Sustainable Solutions to today’s problems are the future of green.
2008 Conference presentations available for download.
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AzBizGreen 2008
Sponsored by:

2009 AzBizGreenII
To quote Ron Busby President and CEO of the Greater Phoenix Black Chamber
of Commerce "When they came to us years ago with construction opportunities,
as a whole, we were not ready. When the same happened later with
biotechnology, we were not able to field businesses. However now with green

Call for Presentations
If you would like to present at the AZ
Bizgreen II conference, please c l i c k
h e r e to download the call for
presentation instructions.

we have the chance again and we will not miss it this time."

According the Alika Kumar Director AMBEC, "AzBizGreen is an outgrowth of a
series of forums we have been sponsoring. We were blessed with some great
sponsors for this first conference including Arizona Public Service, Salt River
Project, the City of Phoenix, City of Phoenix Aviation and Evo Earth. We also
had great participation from minority and women owned vendors some from as

2008 AzBizGreen Power Points
The
City
of
Phoenix
Green
Purchasing programs: (Presented
by Liz Paulus (City of Phoenix)) In
this powerpoint, you will learn how the City of
Phoenix is shifting to green procurement
strategies (Click here to download)

far as way as San Francisco. It was a great turn out."

Workshops ranged from "Building a Green Procurement Program" to "Financing
City of
Phoenix Departments of Aviation &
Finance/Purchasing

your new green business venture." "The speakers were excellent said Brooks."

Organized and hosted by:

procurement programs and by Anthony Floyd, the Green Building Director of the

"We pulled out the big guns including first time ever presentations by the City of
Phoenix and Arizona State University on their new multimillion dollar green

City of Scottsdale on, “How To Green Your Home."

"AzBizGreen, along with the ASU Jazz Lecture series at the Herberger Theater
which began in 2008, is part of a series of events that is helping to make ASU at

How to Identify Product Needs and
Gaps
(Presented by Dr. Jim
Hershauer, ASU) This powerpoint
focuses on how to identify what products are
needed and where and will aid in developing
your green business strategic plan. (Click
here to download)
How
to
Green
your
Home:
(Presented by Anthony Floyd (City
of Scottsdale)) To improve our quality of
life and bottom line, greening your home is
as important as greening your business.
This powerpoint shows you how. (Click
here to download)

the downtown Phoenix campus an exciting place to be for the entire community.
We are particularly grateful that the ASU Global Institute of Sustainability from
the Tempe Campus has taken an active roll in the conference. Their
participation will really put it on the map," said ASU Executive Vice President
and Provost Dr. Mernoy Harrison who led the Downtown campus.

How To Finance Your New Green
V e n t u r e : (Presented by Cathy
Lease
(S ma ll
Bus ine s s
Administration)) To create a new green
product line, you will need money. This
powerpoint discusses some places to find it.
(Two Part Powerpoint Click here for
pt A. Click here for pt B)
Continued on the next page
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AzBizGreen II June 6th, 2009: Green Solutions that can
help you save money, make money and grow money
today.

2008 AzBizGreen Pics

With a focus on the economy, this year’s conference is focused
on how any business green or otherwise can harness power of
sustainability to solve today’s problems and achieve superior
results.

The Memorial Union at ASU Tempe
Today in 2009 there is a much clearer view of what green is about
than in 2008. This conference will focus on how the vast majority
of small businesses can apply green in their business and use it to
enhance their bottom line and competitive advantage. How to
apply these sensible, sustainable solutions for today's problems
will be the foundation for much of the green opportunity in the
future. With the energy being created not only by the need to go
green but also by the energy coming from President Obama, this
looks to be a great conference. SWG
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Photo Captions
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1.

Darice Ellis City of Phoenix, Ed McCartney AzMBEC,
Liz Paulus City of Phoenix and Cynthia Weaver City of
Phoenix

2.

Harry Garewall Chair of the Arizona Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce welcomes participants.

3.

The "Wright Place" films Eric Mattox
Television

4.

Opening speaker Elmo Ortiz of U Haul rouses the
crowd.

5.

Dr. Jim Hershauer of ASU discusses product needs

6.

Conference participants at the Arizona Pubic Service
table.

7.

Linda Chen, Conference participant.
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BY GEORGE BROOKS

h

arnessing the power of sustainability can do more than save
energy, it can save a neighborhood. "Knowledge, Education,
Youth and Society (KEYS) are the foundation precepts of
KEYS Community Center." Under the leadership of
Executive Director Deborah Chapman, its mission is to

provide training for the personal and professional betterment of South
Mountain Village and in particular area residents within the 85040 zip
code. With nearly 100,000 residents, South Mountain Village is the most

KEYS to the Kingdom

ethnically diverse region within the City of Phoenix Arizona. It is also one
of the most economically diverse boasting neighborhoods of million dollar
homes as well of areas of poverty, high unemployment and low high
school graduation rates. The focus of KEYS Community Center is

Neighborhood Garden Project:
2454 E Broadway Rd Phoenix, AZ
(602) 243-0174

professional skill enhancement including GED preparation, continuing
education computer preparation. Job readiness classes and case
management services provide supplemental assistance are also
provided. In addition, the center offers a variety of outreach services to
area youth to tackle the challenges of teen development.

THERE IS MORE TO GREEN THAN CHANGING A LIGHT BULB, IT CAN ALSO SAVE A
NEIGHBORHOOD.
Continued on the next page
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Goals
One of the goals of KEYS is to promote wellness and youth development, while creating a
beautification and community involved project for the youth participating in the “Dare to Dream” Youth
Development program. The goals of the Dare to Dream program are:

1.

To bring people from different backgrounds together to work on a common community project;

2.

To provide the youth in the area a real-life experience of team building and community action,

3.

To provide a vehicle that promotes economic development, which can in turn increase income
for residents from the community.

KEYS Director Executive
Deborah Chapman

The ABCD of Green
Asset Based Community Development (ABCD) is the foundation of KEYS success. ABCD is based on
the concept that all communities have significant resources that can be invested to its benefit beyond
the economic. This hand, heart, head approach seeks to understand the talents that are inherent in
the people and looks to see how they can be used to the benefit of the individuals and the community
as a whole. It was this analysis that led KEYS to the Community Garden projects. In doing a
community asset survey, they discovered a common interested in gardening that crossed the age,
socio/economic and language barriers. To quote the executive director, "Almost everybody had a
garden story where it was source of health and community connection for their families."

Partners
Partners for this project include The Home Depot in collaboration with the Mexican American Soccer
League, Salt River Project, Southminster and Valley Presbyterian Churches. The Home Depot, along
with the partners provided volunteers, tools, transplants, compost, fencing, and a beautiful mural to
symbolize our efforts to revitalize the community and engage youth in positive forms of community
development.

Continued on the next page
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Outcomes

Environmental

The community garden concept is growing rapidly. In November of 2008

•

As the youth begin take the skills learned here back to their neighborhoods and homes,

The Home Depot in collaboration with the Mexican American Soccer

environmental benefits of healthier living conditions and organic fruit and vegetable sources

League, Salt River Project, and Southminster and Valley Presbyterian

is being gained as student based home or school green project begin.

Churches helped to launch a garden planting and community center
renovation at the KEYS Community Center main site. More than 100

It is unlikely that the application of green solutions will always provide dramatic results. However, as

youth, residents, master gardeners, and members from local churches

more and more individuals and businesses learn that green is a powerful proactive tool that can help

attended.

build value and achieve superior results, the number of projects finding new ways to put
sustainability to work will increase and so will the economic, social and environmental benefits that
accrue to all Communities. SWG

Social
•

The results of this effort have been encouraging. Starting with a
small test garden the youth involved began to learn the concepts
of applied sustainability. They were taught how personal
responsibility and an eco-friendly strategy could live a positive
footprint on the earth while helping their community and their
families at the same time. Some of the vegetables produced were
also to go back to the pantry demonstrating servant leadership.
All of these things combined provide the students with the
foundations to become the Green Collar workers of tomorrow and
to create sustainable value in their communities today.

•

Youth participating in this program that were initially very
disconnected and uncaring about their neighborhood are now
starting to show pride in their work. In additional they are now
starting to take the skills learned here back to their homes.

Economic
•

The garden is a potential revenue source and so the youth are
learning the tenants of business including money management,

Mr. Al Harris of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity supervises the harvest at KEYS

and entrepreneurship.
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Podcasts

Green Survival: Putting Green to Work for You
Downtown Green Lecture at Toms Tavern
Presented by Angela Brooks
Click here to listen to podcast Pt. 1
Click here to listen to podcast Pt. 2

Environmental Factors Influencing Cancer Risks

The Rio Salado and Rio Salado Oeste Projects

Downtown Green Lecture at Toms Tavern
Presented by Dr. John D. Carpten, Ph.D.

South Mountain Laveen Green Lecture at the Farm at South Mountain
Presented by Karen Williams, Project Director

Click here to listen to podcast

Click here to listen to podcast and
see the accompanying powerpoint.

The Subject
The Subject

The Subject
In these times of risk one thing is certain, the cost of
everything is going up while the economy crashes. There
are ways to survive the challenges presented by the
current recession and many of them are Green.
The Speaker
Angela Brooks is a dynamic global community and
business leader with twenty years of experience that
includes a mixture of supervision and administration in
business and education. She is the Sole Proprietor of
Life Strategies Consulting specializing in: Human
Resource, Human Service, Public Relations,
Sustainability Training and Marketing. She is also the
Publisher/ CEO of The Ebony Cactus magazine. Angela
has four daughters: Andrea, Amanda, Haley and Hasina,
one God daughter Sarah and a new grandson Marcus.
She is married to George Brooks, Jr. PhD.

There is more to green than changing a light bulb. Living
sustainably also includes reducing the health risks
resulting from VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) and
other toxins and allergens that may be found in homes.
Many of these materials may be carcinogens.

The nearly $300 million dollar Rio Salado project is
transforming 13 miles of the desolate and dry salt river
bed into Phoenix’s greatest park and wetland. (For full
story, click here) .

The Speaker

The Speaker

The Director of the Division of Integrative Cancer
Genomics at the Translational Genomics Research
Institute (TGen), Phoenix, AZ, Dr. John Carpten’s work
is focused on searching for genetic identifiers that will
act as predictors for prostate cancer. In addition to
prostate cancer, Dr. Carpten is also working on adult
hematological malignancies. Dr. Carpten is also the
laboratory project leader for the Multiple Myeloma
Genomic Initiative. He was recently named a
"Trailblazer" by "Science Spectrum" magazine.

Karen Williams has worked with the City of Phoenix for
over 15 years. Currently, she is working in the City
Manager's Office leading the Rio Salado Project
interdepartmental team. Rio Salado is an environment
restoration project of the Salt River that runs through the
heart of Phoenix. Karen first started working on Rio
Salado in 1996 when she was with the city's
Neighborhood Services Department overseeing the
public involvement program for Rio Salado.
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SW-Green
In the Media
Links

www.sustainabletucson.org

www.arizonagreenchamber.org/

www.valleyforward.org/

The purpose of Sustainable Tucson is to
facilitate an inclusive, dynamic community
building process that ensures economic
prosperity, social vibrancy, and ecological
health. We fulfill this purpose by:

Founded in 2008, the Phoenix Green Chamber
provides a central, non-biased community of
environmental-minded individuals and
businesses. Promote and provide a local
resource of sustainable businesses for the
p ub l i c . O f f e r bu s in e s s -t o-b us i n es s
networking events and mixers. Educate
businesses, organizations and individuals on
sustainability. Collaborate with other
complementary organizations in our
community to advance sustainability. Reach
out to area businesses to encourage green,
sustainable business models. Increase the
influence of green businesses in the
community. Provide an independent voice in
advancing local environmental public policy.

Valley Forward is an advocate for a balance
between economic development and
environmental quality in the Phoenix Arizona
metro area, and convenes business,
community and civic leaders in thoughtful
public dialogue on critical sustainability
issues. A unique public interest
organization, the Association is a blend of
members including large and small
businesses, government jurisdictions, the
education and non-profit communities, as
well as others that share a goal of promoting
cooperation to improve the environment and
quality of life in our region.

1. community building through facilitating,
networking and convening
2. advocating for action. We are:
•

•

•

An emerging network of networks
to facilitate and accelerate
Tu c s o n ’ s
tr an s i t i on
to
s u s t ai n a b i l i t y
th r o u g h
community-wide education and
action.
A community resource, connect
e v e r y o n e t o T u c s o n’ s
sustainable assets, resources
and best practices.

The chapter webpage information on
upcoming chapter events, green resources,
and the chamber's mission and objectives.

An all-volunteer initiative relying
on the efforts of many people.

Over its 40 year history, this public interest
organization has influenced decisions in our
Phoenix including Rio Salado and Metro
Light Rail. . It was formed as a non-profit
group merging the Phoenix Development
Association, Mid-Town Improvement
Association, Valley Beautiful Citizens
Council and Maricopa County Taxpayers
Association.

Green Revival Initiative
Means Dollars, Sense
Arizona Informant Newspaper
4-01-09
Grandma was Green
Op-Ed
Arizona Republic Newspaper
11- 14- 08
Green Survival Initiative
Begins Quest to Help
Others
Arizona Informant Newspaper
10-15-08
Couple Looks to Build
Green Foundation
Phoenix Business Journal
10-04-08
Green Jazz Series
Continues in October
Arizona State University
10-01-08
Green Jazz to Benefit
Low-Income Families
Arizona Republic Newspaper
8-30-08
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terms of use How to Receive sw-green
The various incarnations of the internet
are new and exciting vehicles for the distribution of information. Regrettably, they are
still far less than perfect and not fully controlled or secure. Southwest Green magazine
is distributed only by the website, by e-mail subscription or by direct e-mail request.
Southwest Green Magazine (SWG) therefor cannot warrant that the function or
operation of Southwest Green magazine Electronic Document, autoresponder,
Southwest Green website or linked websites will be free of defects, that defects will be
corrected, or that they will be free of viruses or other harmful elements.
As a visitor to and a user of Southwest Green magazine or Website, you, in effect,
agree that your access will be subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this legal
notice and that access is undertaken at your own risk. As a visitor to and user of
Southwest Green Website or Electronic Magazine, you must assume full responsibility
for any costs associated with servicing of equipment used in connection with use of our
site or documents. Southwest Green magazine shall not be liable for damages of any
kind related to your use of or inability to access the website or opening the
SOUTHWEST GREEN magazine electronic file.
We endeavor to present the most recent, most accurate, and most reliable information
on our E-magazine and Website at all times. However, there may be occasions when
some of the information featured in Southwest Green magazine or at http://www.Swgreen.com may contain incomplete data, typographical errors, or inaccuracies. Any
errors are wholly unintentional. In addition, the opinions of guest writers are their own
and may not reflect the views of SOUTHWEST GREEN and thus SOUTHWEST GREEN
or any of its affiliates or associates can not be held liable. Please be aware that we
present our content "as is" and make no claims to its accuracy, either expressed or
implied. We reserve the right to amend errors, make changes to our Website, or to
update our magazine at any time without prior notice. To the fullest extent permitted by
law, Southwest Green magazine disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied.

Published every two months, Southwest Green (SWG) is a 100% electronic magazine,
no hard copies will be available. To receive it, you need a recent model P.C. or
Macintosh computer equipped with highspeed internet and Adobe Acrobat Reader 5.0 or
greater. (The magazine may be read also through the “Preview” program on
Macintoshes though some functionality may be lost.) Copies of Southwest Green may
be accessed through the online store at http://sw-green.com/store.
1. Purchasing Southwest Green from the Ebony Cactus store indicates that you have
read the terms of sale and service and have agreed to them. If you have not, please
click here to download :
(http://sw-green.com/ecstoretermsofsale&service.pdf)
2. If you have not done so, before purchasing an item from the Ebony Cactus store, we
strongly recommend you register with the Ebony Cactus site. Upon purchase, you have
eight (8) days to download content. After that your right to download the content
purchased terminates. This 8 day widow is only open if you register in the Ebony Cactus
store as well as with Paypal. If you register only with Paypal, then your right to download
the content is only available at the time of purchase risking the need to repurchase if
service is interrupted (see Terms of Sale and Service). Registration with the Ebony
Cactus store is free.

No part of this magazine may be used for business or promotional use without a written
request and permission from the Publisher or the Editor. This magazine in its entirety or
parts may NOT be electronically copied, or duplicated for distribution though email,
posting to web pages or any other manner without express permission from the
Publisher or the Editor. Printing is allowed for personal use or quotation with proper
reference. To read the complete Terms of Sales and Service Click here.
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